
zoom



Open after effects



First find a word jpeg something that you can think 
of that has imagery ie I’m using Brooklyn and I will 
use images of Brooklyn
Save the image to your h drive



Right click >import>file> then choose your 
image u saved



Drag your image file to the timeline



Choose view> 2 view



Turn on the 3d 
feature of the 
layer



Layer>new>camera



Click and drag this Swirl symbol onto your pic layer 
therefor making the camera layer a “parent” layer 
of the word layer



With the timeline placed at the beginning now 
click point of interest and position adding little 
keyframes to your time line



Move the 
timeline, 
thenclick
and drag 
out the last 
blue 
number 
next to the 
“positon “



Before you 
change to time 
line click and 
drag the 
numbers of the 
Point of interest 
so that your 
zoom in area is 
in the middle of 
the frame



Keep moving and zooming until you zoom 
into a solid color





File>new> create a new file



Now find and save a picture that has to do with 
your word that has an area with a similar color 
from the one you just zoomed into



Import picture and drag it onto the time line. 
Enable the 3d of the layer





Move the time line and change the position 
so that that the pic zooms out



Export and add to render que
then render 



Find one last pic and save







Export and render file



Open a new file in premeire



Import all three render segments 



Drag all files to your time line and organize 
them in order



Right click on segment of video and choose 
speed and duration and adjust the speed



Add a cross dissolve to your transition from 
effects
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